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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
09/08/16  

Modestly positive tilt to start off a weaker Dollar  
 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +2.40, SILVER +15.20, PLATINUM +5.90  
 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: International equity markets were 
mixed overnight with Pacific Rim and European markets weaker and UK and 
Russian stocks higher. Equities might be garnering some support overnight from 
hopes of possible easing talk from the ECB. Some players hope the ECB will confirm minimal positive movement 
in their economy at the same time that they might hint at further easing to improve momentum. The markets might 
have been discouraged by news of a nearly 3% decline in Chinese August exports. However, Chinese August 
imports actually increased by 1.5% from a year earlier and that is a mitigating influence against the soft export 
result. The US economic report slate this morning presents US initial claims which are expected to show a very 
minimal build. Claims will be followed by a Bloomberg Consumer Comfort Index, Weekly Energy Inventories and 
Production and later in the session there will be a July Consumer Credit report which is expected to have jumped 
up sharply. Other potentially important releases later today include Federal Discount Window borrowings, Foreign 
Central Bank holdings and the US Money supply.  
 

GOLD / SILVER 
While gold and silver prices were a little overbought on their charts in the wake of 3 to 4 days of impressive gains 
the overnight low put December gold down roughly $12 an ounce from the highs and perhaps that balanced the 
technical condition somewhat. Periodic weakness in the Dollar has surfaced again overnight and there are hopes 
that the ECB might step forward with some easing following their meeting later this morning and that should 
provide gold and silver with an initial positive tilt. The US Fed Beige book on Wednesday pressured gold and 
silver slightly but given an extension of gains in oil prices and the weaker Dollar the bull camp starts the Thursday 
trade with an edge. The bull camp will probably draft some positive traction off strong cash gold prices in New 
Delhi especially since the Press suggests that the strength is the result of improving jeweler demand. An issue 
that might pressure gold prices this morning is word that South African gold output in July increased by 2% over 
year ago levels especially since that reading was joined by a slight upward revision in June year over year 
production figures. Overnight gold derivative holdings declined by 10,441 ounces while silver holdings increased 
by 1.1 million ounces. In a potential insignificant development overnight there were reports that a mining company 
found a "world class" resource in South Africa that could yield 200,000 to 300,000 ounces of gold per year.  
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PLATINUM  
Like the rest of the precious metals complex the PGM complex forged an impressive range up move Wednesday 
but prices were initially unable to hold the brunt of those gains. The markets showed some divergence between 
the platinum and palladium contracts and in general the trade seemed to discount news that Society Generale 
was boosting their price views on both markets. As suggested in earlier coverage this week the AMCU is 
expected to spend some time talking with individual mining companies regarding their wage demands and for the 
time being that reduces the threat against supply from strikes. Another issue that has failed to consistently 
support PGM prices is word that Japanese investors have recently seen Platinum as attractive relative to gold 
pricing. Overnight platinum and palladium derivative holdings both declined. With October platinum forging a 3 
day low to high rally of roughly $67 an ounce the market is due some temporary corrective action.  
 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
As mentioned already we think gold and silver needed some back and fill action on the charts to balance the 
technical and fundamental condition of the market and perhaps that has already been accomplished. However, a 
continued hook-up in open interest this week suggests that traders aren't balking at paying up for new positions in 
the wake of the September rally. As long as the December gold contract is trading above the $1,350 level on a 
close basis we will be short term bullish toward gold and silver.  
 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
09/08/16  
Buy breaks in excess of 3.5 cents  
 

GENERAL: While weakness in the Dollar and talk of a possible ECB easing 
might provide some support to copper prices today that influence is seemingly 
countervailed in the early going by headline news that Chinese August copper 
imports fell back to a 1 year low. However, we think that focus is faulty when 
one considers that Chinese January through August copper imports have 
increased by 17% over year ago levels. Another issue that should lend a 
moderate amount of support to copper prices today is relief that LME copper stocks have finally broken the 
pattern of significant daily increases with a decline of 1,375 tons. The LME build streak of 12 days was broken this 
morning but stocks did rise in 15 of the last 17 days and they gained 132,600 tonnes or 65.5% since August 12th. 
In the end the bulls should be a little emboldened by some minor supply side threats in Central America and from 
news of a decline in Russian exports.  
 

MARKET IDEAS 
Chart action is positive but the market hasn't been able to hold pulse up moves. We do think that the 
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August/September consolidation low zone is a moderately strong value zone but we don't see prices zooming 
higher without outsized declines in the Dollar and or a surprise ECB easing. In the near term we expect a trading 
range of $2.13 to $2.08.  
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